META-PROGRAMMING AND POLICY-BASED DESIGN AS A TECHNIQUE OF ARCHITECTING MODULAR AND EFFICIENT DSP ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATIONS
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Abstract. Meta-programming paradigm and policy-based design are less known programming techniques in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) community, used to coding in pure C or assembly language. Major software components, like C++ STL, have proven usefulness of such paradigms in providing top performance of highly optimised native code, along with abstraction and modularity necessary in complex software projects. This paper describes composition of DSP code using these techniques, bringing as an example implementation of Feedback Delay Network (FDN) artificial reverberation algorithm. The proposed approach was proven to be practical, especially in case of prototyping computationally intense algorithms. To provide further performance insight, we discuss the techniques in context of other optimisation methods, like Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instruction sets usage and exploitation of superscalar architecture capabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Adjusting signal processing algorithms to achieve desired results, while conforming to strict performance restrictions, is a challenge of many DSP designers. We have faced similar issues during our work on acoustical signal processing code, that had to satisfy both top performance requirement (real-time processing of hundreds of audio streams using consumer grade hardware) and high level of subjective sound quality [11].

Most of the high performance DSP programming is done in assembly or C language (especially in the embedded/low-energy systems). Along with project size, using procedural paradigm leads to unmanageable code, which lacks composability and is error prone. While code complexity problem is mostly addressed by composing program structure in object oriented manner (using languages like C++, C#, Java, etc.), such solution may lead to severe performance impact, particularly in case of abstracting small, loosely-coupled code blocks. In some cases of DSP code, it means only few arithmetic operations per function call. Similarly, architecting modular code in C language involves function pointer management, that, in fact, is similar to what happens behind the scenes during virtual method calls in the object oriented languages like C++ or Java. Negative performance impact of virtual method calls is directly connected to the modern pipelined CPU architectures [12], memory access bottleneck [15] and function call overhead [6] (that cannot be inlined by compiler).

Common approaches to DSP programming may be divided into following classes:

- Assembly programming, usually targeted for dedicated DSP processors.
- C/C++ programming, with the use of popular DSP libraries [8, 27].
- Dedicated, usually functional domain specific languages (DSL), such as Faust [19], SuperCollider [16], ChucK [33, 32] or Kronos [18]. These languages are usually targeted for audio processing and sound synthesis.

As domain specific languages are not targeted for general purpose DSP programming, and assembly coding is error prone, nonportable, and unsuitable for complex problems, we focus on comparing our approach to the traditional C/C++ programming with use of optimised DSP libraries.

High performance DSP libraries, like Intel IPP [27] or FFTW [8] are widely available. Most of them provide implementations for some of the frequently used DSP building blocks, like discrete transforms, Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filtering, etc. There are also a specialised solutions, developed to automatically generate highly optimised machine code for many integral transforms [22]. While such primitives cover plethora of applications, not all problems may be solved efficiently using these functionalities, as shown in the following sections.

In this paper, we propose an approach to solve the problem of contradictory requirements, namely code performance and composability. Both of these require-
ments can be efficiently satisfied using template based meta-programming, implemented in C++ language. We also address readability, which is often a concern in the case of template meta-programming. This work is organised as follows: Section 2 provides an introduction to programming concepts used in proposed solution, namely template-metaprogramming and policy-based design. Section 3 motivates the use of proposed technique in DSP programming, describes general concepts and provides examples of simple algorithm implementations, along with considerations about SIMD instruction set usage. Section 4 describes an example of the modular implementation of a complex algorithm on the case of Feedback Delay Network reverberator. Discussed implementation has been applied in beam-tracing audio engine for computer games [35], proving its applicability in a real world multimedia problems. Section 5 reviews related work and possible further enhancements. Section 6 concludes.

Although all examples shown in this paper were tested on current x86-64 processor architectures [12], described concepts apply to any processor architecture, including specialised DSP cores and GPGPU units [5].

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Template Metaprogramming

As C++ language evolved [28, 20], the standard committee introduced generic programming mechanisms to allow creating efficient and reusable code in fully type-safe manner. The C++ template system has been proven to be Turing-complete [31]. Therefore, any computation, that is computable in principle, may be expressed in form of templates and executed during compile time [1].

Template metaprogramming techniques have been presented in numerous publications [1, 3, 30, 26]. When used properly, they become very powerful tools for highly optimised code generation during compile time [30]. As an example, we present an implementation of fast Walsh-Hadamard transform based on metaprogramming. Typically, highly optimised transform libraries like FFTW provide dedicated, assembly coded routines for small transform sizes [9]. As many fast transform algorithms express a recursive nature, they are fairly easy to implement using template meta-programming, which results in assembly closely matching optimised code written by a skilled programmer.

```cpp
template<
    size_t stride ,
    size_t offset ,
    typename value_type ,
    size_t order >
inline typename
    std::enable_if< stride != 0 , void >::type
fwhl( std::array<value_type , order >& vector )
{
```
for (size_t i = 0; i < stride; ++i)
    butterfly(vector[offset + i],
              vector[offset + i + stride]);
fwht<stride / 2, offset, value_type,
    order>(vector);
fwht<stride / 2, offset + stride, value_type,
    order>(vector);
}

template<
size_t stride,
        size_t offset,
        typename value_type,
        size_t order>
inline typename
    std::enable_if<stride == 0, void>::type
fwht(std::array<value_type, order>& vector)
    {} // terminate template recursion

Listing 1. Template meta-programming based FWHT implementation

Code listing 1 presents template meta-programming based implementation of fast Walsh-Hadamard transform [2]. Algorithm is implemented in straightforward, recursive manner, using divide and conquer methodology. Such approach results in highly expressive code, that is readable despite meta-programming specific code parts. The advantage of meta-programming implementation lies in fact, that compiler is able to inline all recursive calls, because the recursion depth is known at compile time. There is no need to apply more complex, loop based solutions. The compiler is also able to unroll for loop inside fwht template instances, as the number of iterations is also defined at compile time. As this example shows, guiding the compiler to generate efficient code is as simple as providing appropriate parameters in template class instantiation. Presented technique is applicable whenever transform size can be determined during compile time (which is usually the case).

Loop unrolling may be also defined explicitly using meta-programming, as shown in code listing 2. Depending on compiler used, such technique may yield better results. However, its usefulness needs to be validated by measuring execution time, as latest code optimisation manuals point out that loop unrolling may lead to micro-op cache issues [7]. In such case, partial unrolling (e.g. groups of 2 or 4 consecutive iterations) may be applied.
std::enable_if<index != 0, void>::type
unroll(std::array<value_type, order>& vector)
{
    unroll<index - 1, offset, stride, value_type, order>(vector);
    butterfly(vector[off + index - 1],
               vector[off + index - 1 + stride]);
}

template <size_t index,
           size_t offset,
           size_t stride,
           typename value_type,
           size_t order>
inline typename
    std::enable_if<index == 0, void>::type
unroll(std::array<value_type, order>& vector)
{} // terminate unrolling

Listing 2. Template meta-programming based loop unrolling

In presented implementation, coupled with explicit loop unrolling, single call of specialised fuht function results in assembly code free of any function calls as well as jump instructions.

Code listing 3 shows assembly for 4-point fast Walsh-Hadamard assembly code, generated by MSVC 11.0 (Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 Update 4) from discussed function templates. Such implementation may leverage superscalar capabilities through Out Of Order (OOO) execution, present in all modern processors.

```
vmovss xmm1, dword ptr [rbx]
vaddss xmm0,xmm1, dword ptr [rbx+8]
vmovss dword ptr [rbx],xmm0
vsubss xmm1,xmm1, dword ptr [rbx+8]
vmovss dword ptr [rbx+8],xmm1
vmovss xmm2, dword ptr [rbx+4]
vaddss xmm0,xmm2, dword ptr [rbx+0Ch]
vmovss dword ptr [rbx+4],xmm0
vsubss xmm1,xmm2, dword ptr [rbx+0Ch]
vmovss dword ptr [rbx+0Ch],xmm1
vmovss xmm3, dword ptr [rbx]
vaddss xmm0,xmm3, dword ptr [rbx+4]
vmovss dword ptr [rbx],xmm0
vsubss xmm1,xmm3, dword ptr [rbx+4]
vmovss dword ptr [rbx+4],xmm1
vmovss xmm2, dword ptr [rbx+8]
vaddss xmm0,xmm2, dword ptr [rbx+0Ch]
```

Figure 1. Comparison of fast Walsh-Hadamard transform execution time, depending on implementation used. Meta-programming based implementation is described in code listing 1. All compiler optimisations were enabled, including general optimisation (02 flag), inlining all suitable functions (Ob2 flag) and favouring fast code over code size (Ot flag). Test was performed on hardware featuring Intel Core i7-3770K 3.5 GHz processor.

As shown in Figure 1, code presented in listing 2 provides performance which is on a par with optimised Intel IPP routines in case of AVX vectorised implementation (IPP also uses AVX instruction set). In fact, proposed solution exhibits smaller execution overhead per each FWHT iteration.

2.2 Policy-Based Design

Policy-based design is a programming paradigm introduced by Andrei Alexandrescu in [3]. Its goal is to mimic the behaviour of the strategy design pattern [10], but using only static, compile time meta-programming techniques. That means that the only restriction added to strategy pattern requirements, is the need to fully determine the behaviour of the configurable component at compile time. This requirement enables policies to be an effective method of class customisation, as long as behaviour of this class may be defined at compile time.

The use of policy-based design involves providing a set of policies by passing them to the class template as template arguments. Such policies may provide static methods, type definitions or be a super-classes of the specialised class template.
Policy-based design, however, may require some experience to be implemented correctly. Most importantly, all of the policies need to be designed mutually orthogonal, so that replacing one does not affect behaviour of any of the others. Moreover, the designer may be unable to use template specialisations with different policies interchangeably (without any user code modifications), as policy-based design may involve class interface changes, i.e., when the specialised template class inherits from the policy class.

3 ENCODING DSP BLOCK DIAGRAMS USING POLICY BASED DESIGN

This section explains how metaprogramming techniques and policy-based design can be employed to aid DSP programming. We describe how to encode algorithms based on block diagrams with predefined components, using specific examples.

3.1 Motivation

Ease of experimentation with different DSP designs is the primary motivation to apply policy-based design and meta-programming methods. Because code generated using these techniques can be highly optimised during compilation phase, programmers are enabled to test both correctness and performance of the given design.

Modular design involves decomposition of the DSP diagrams into small, interchangeable components, thus embracing code reusability. As mentioned in previous sections, typical object oriented design entails virtual method calls. Such methods, when used frequently, can have negative performance impact. This is visible particularly in case of functions that contain only a few numerical operations. In contrast to classical object oriented design, C++ template based approach allows to achieve similar level of modularity, if only polymorphic behaviour may be determined during compile time. Static polymorphism allows for code decomposition into small, individual pieces, with negligible performance impact, because compiler has much more freedom to perform code optimisations. Therefore, DSP applications, that usually struggle for top performance, benefit from the proposed approach.

3.2 General Concepts

Code composition based on DSP diagrams requires direct mapping of block elements and connections between them into template classes. Primarily, consistent naming convention needs to be enforced, as appropriate naming acts as an interface between all elements in DSP diagram. For example, in languages like C++, that allow for operator overloading, DSP blocks may be represented as functors (listing 1).

```cpp
template<typename input_block>
class processing_block
```
Each DSP block may perform on different pairs of input/output types. Therefore, heterogenic fixed-point/floating-point processing is enabled and various numerical precision representations may be used. Also, arrays of samples may be processed, if only it is necessary. Ability of combining arbitrary signal processing primitives, as long as connections between blocks match the input/output type pair, is the key feature that makes the proposed technique suitable for encoding DSP diagrams. Moreover, type-safety checks performed during compilation help to ensure correctness of built processing pipelines.

3.2.1 Sequential/Parallel DSP Blocks as Heterogenic Containers

As each DSP block needs to be represented in form of separate type, collections of blocks (connected either sequentially or in parallel) may be represented in following ways:

- Pairs of blocks, analogous to pair containers in most languages.
- Lists of blocks, implemented similarly to tuples.
- Type policy based containers, discussed later in this section.

Representing connections by pairs provides the same level of expressiveness as other solutions. Motivation to provide other ways of connecting blocks lies strictly in ease of programming and readability.

All DSP block connectors need to exhibit consistent interface in order to act itself as DSP building block (e.g. need to be implemented as functors). Code listing 5 provides example implementations of pair connectors, both for serial and parallel sum connection.

```cpp
template<class first_block, class second_block>
class parallel_sum_pair
{
    public:
        output_t operator()(input_t input)
```
{  
    return _first(input) + _second(input);  
}

private:
    first_block _first;
    second_block _second;
};

template<class first_block, class second_block>
class sequence_pair
{
public:
    output_t operator()(input_t input)
    {
        return _second(_first(input));
    }
private:
    first_block _first;
    second_block _second;
};

Listing 5. Parallel and sequential block connectors

Larger structures could become unreadable when using nested pair connectors. Solution based on statically defined, heterogeneous container is more readable and easier to use alternative.

In the case of fixed number of blocks, instead of nested pair connectors, it is simpler to use variadic templates provided by modern revision of C++ or D language standard. Typelists [3] can be used as an alternative for compilers that lack support for this language feature.

If there is a need to scale number of connected elements, or the type of each block needs to be chosen algorithmically, type policies are a suitable solution. Type of each block may be determined by an index in the sequence. Such template class, passed as a template template parameter to heterogeneous container, guide compiler in memory offsetting and choosing methods that need to be applied. Logic, that determines the type for the given index needs to be defined in meta-code and evaluated during compile time. Here, template meta-programming acts as a solution. If supported, C++11 constexpr language feature may be used to simplify syntax. An example of type policy is provided in code listing 6.

template<
    size_t index
>
class dsp_block_policy
{
public:
    typedef sequential_pair<


Listing 6. Example of type policy. With use of static conditional statements and meta-
programming, highly complex type choosing logic can be implemented.

As usage of such policy may not be clear, we propose a generic (not limited to
DSP applications) implementation of heterogeneous container (code listing 7) that
supports algorithmically defined block types. Container based on variadic template
may be implemented in similar way. Having implementation of such container on
hand, any type of connector can be created in a straightforward manner.

template<
    size_t size ,
    template <size_t> class types_policy
> class meta_container
{
    // make root element accessors a friends
    template<size_t index> friend class get ;
    template<
        template <size_t> class types_policy ,
        size_t size ,
        typename functor
    > friend void for_each (meta_container<size ,
        types_policy >& container , functor & functor );
}

public :
    MetaContainer ( )
    {
        static_assert( 
            size != 0 ,
            "meta_container of size 0 is not allowed ."
        );
    }

private :
    meta_node<types_policy , 0 , size > _root ;
};

template<
    template <size_t> class types_policy ,
    size_t idx ,
    size_t size
> class meta_node
{
public:

typedef std::integral_constant<size_t, idx> index;

// type of element of this node
typedef typename types_policy<idx>::type head;
// tail node type
typedef typename std::conditional<
  (size - 1 > idx),
  meta_node<types_policy, idx + 1, size>,
  null_type
>::type tail;

public:
    head value;
    tail next;
};

Listing 7. Heterogenous container implementation, with type definitions provided by type policy. Instance of such container is contiguous in memory, despite linked-list like implementation, as iteration over elements takes place during compile time.

template<size_t index>
class get_node
{
public:
    template<
        template <size_t> class types_policy,
        size_t index,
        size_t size
    > static inline
typename types_policy<index + typeIndex>::type&
from(meta_node<types_policy, typeIndex, size>& container)
{
    return get_node<index - 1>::from(container.next);
}

    // terminates template recursion
    template<>
class get_node<0>
    {
public:
        template<
            template <size_t> class types_policy,
            size_t index,
            size_t size
        > static inline
typename types_policy<typeIndex>::type&
from(meta_node<types_policy, typeIndex, size>& container)
{
    return get_node<typeIndex>::from(container.next);
}

    // terminates template recursion
    template<>
Listing 8. Accessor method of meta-programming based container. Friend get class of meta_container delegates iteration to get_node classes shown in this listing, starting at the root element. Iteration is analogous to iterating over linked-lists, yet is performed during compile time. Foreach iteration has been implemented similarly to loop-unrolling code presented in listing 2 in Section 2, therefore we omit its implementation.

In the provided implementation, we can see that heterogeneous containers, such as tuples, are metaprogramming equivalent of linked-lists. Because iterating over elements is performed during compile time, there is no overhead of pointer dereferencing and cache issues typical to regular linked-list implementation. Also, type of each element is inferred by accessor methods, and many errors that would normally raise an exception in object oriented implementations occur as compilation errors, not runtime errors.

3.2.2 Composing Signal Flow via Template-Based Variant of Decorator Pattern

Template metaprogramming is enabled by duck-typing (naming based) paradigm enabled by template system [29], which still keeps the benefit of a fully type-safe language (types are still validated during compile time, in contrast to typical duck-typing languages like Python and Ruby). This behaviour is considered to be a case of static polymorphism [4]. Therefore, many design patterns can be mapped directly into their static equivalents [3].

In the object oriented approach, the usage of decorator pattern is considered to be an out of the box solution for pipelining computations. Templates allow to achieve the same effect without the need of using dynamic polymorphism. Therefore, in cases of sequential signal flow, simpler solution, that is based on metaprogramming implementation of decorator pattern, may be applied.

Single processing block may be defined as shown in listing 9. Such blocks compositions mimic the semantics of decorator pattern and allow to build processing pipelines.

```c++

#ifndef SEQ_DSP_BLOCK_H
#define SEQ_DSP_BLOCK_H

#include <cstdint>
#include <typeinfo>
#include <utility>

class seq_dsp_block
{
    public:
        int size_t size
    > static inline
            typename types_policy<index>::type&
            from(meta_node<types_policy, index, size>& container)
            {
                return container.value;
            }
};

Listing 8. Accessor method of meta-programming based container. Friend get class of meta_container delegates iteration to get_node classes shown in this listing, starting at the root element. Iteration is analogous to iterating over linked-lists, yet is performed during compile time. Foreach iteration has been implemented similarly to loop-unrolling code presented in listing 2 in Section 2, therefore we omit its implementation.

In the provided implementation, we can see that heterogeneous containers, such as tuples, are metaprogramming equivalent of linked-lists. Because iterating over elements is performed during compile time, there is no overhead of pointer dereferencing and cache issues typical to regular linked-list implementation. Also, type of each element is inferred by accessor methods, and many errors that would normally raise an exception in object oriented implementations occur as compilation errors, not runtime errors.

3.2.2 Composing Signal Flow via Template-Based Variant of Decorator Pattern

Template metaprogramming is enabled by duck-typing (naming based) paradigm enabled by template system [29], which still keeps the benefit of a fully type-safe language (types are still validated during compile time, in contrast to typical duck-typing languages like Python and Ruby). This behaviour is considered to be a case of static polymorphism [4]. Therefore, many design patterns can be mapped directly into their static equivalents [3].

In the object oriented approach, the usage of decorator pattern is considered to be an out of the box solution for pipelining computations. Templates allow to achieve the same effect without the need of using dynamic polymorphism. Therefore, in cases of sequential signal flow, simpler solution, that is based on metaprogramming implementation of decorator pattern, may be applied.

Single processing block may be defined as shown in listing 9. Such blocks compositions mimic the semantics of decorator pattern and allow to build processing pipelines.

```
signal_type operator()(signal_type input)
{
    signal_type out = _prev(input);
    // signal processing code
    return out;
}

private:
    prev_block _prev;
};

Listing 9. Static variant of decorator pattern applied in DSP processing block

3.3 Example of Schroeder Reverberator Implementation

As an example, we show how proposed techniques are useful in implementation of one of the first and simplest artificial reverberation algorithms, the Schroeder reverberator. Its structure is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Schroeder reverberator block diagram](image)

Having implementations of comb and allpass filters provided, Schroeder reverberator may be expressed as appears in code listing 10. In the provided example, blocks act as signal processing policies, defining specific behavior of generic structure (in this case, parallel and sequential groups). Since unified interface is defined as input/output type pairs, instantiated structure may act as building block for further composition, providing high level of modularity.

typedef sequence<
    parallel_sum<
        comb<delay<unsigned int>>,
        comb<delay<unsigned int>>,
        comb<delay<unsigned int>>,
        comb<delay<unsigned int>>&,
        all_pass<delay<unsigned int>>,
        all_pass<delay<unsigned int>>&
    >,
>;


Building blocks of Schroeder reverberator, namely comb (Figure 3) and all-pass (Figure 4) filters are simple forms of recursive structures, that due to their specifics (substantial delay of few thousand samples in typical applications) could benefit from custom implementation. Idea of block diagram decomposition may be developed further - as an example we present code listing 11 showing comb filter implementation.

![Comb filter block diagram](image)

**Figure 3. Comb filter block diagram**

```cpp
typedef recursive<
    transparent,  // forward
    sequence<scale, delay<unsigned int>>,  // recursive
> comb;
```

Listing 11. Comb filter implementation

Even though such level of decomposition is possible with no impact of performance, it is generally better to provide predefined block implementations at this level of granularity.

### 3.4 Implementing Singe Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) Optimised DSP Components

SIMD instruction set usage is necessary to maximise performance of all current CPU architectures. Code vectorisation is not always a trivial task, mostly because
of data dependencies and the requirement of properly aligned memory. Even though all current compilers offer auto-vectorisation feature, non-trivial cases must still be vectorised by a skilled programmer. Fortunately, as mentioned in the beginning of this section, approach described in this paper allows for heterogenous structure composition. The same principle, that allows for mixing floating/fixed point arithmetic, enables consistent SIMD processing.

Implementing DSP blocks with use of Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE), Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) or Advanced SIMD (NEON) instruction sets have been a subject of many studies [17, 14, 18, 23, 25]. Even vectorisation of, recursive in nature, infinite impulse response (IIR) filtration has been tacked by some [23]. For example, ITU G729C codec post processing formula transforms IIR difference equation for the samples vector (consisting of 4 or 8 consecutive samples) into the form of matrix multiplication. Techniques of DSP code vectorisation are not in scope of this paper. We focus mainly on SIMD vectorisation in context of proposed metaprogramming based implementations.

In order to create vectorised structures, each DSP block needs to operate on SIMD vector types, such as _m128 or _m256 keeping concise and elegant interface via propagation of the given type throughout series of connected blocks. The only limitation that constrains usage of SIMD instructions, results from recursive connections with delay lines shorter than number of samples processed on operational type used (e.g. 3 samples of delay when using SSE with single precision arithmetic). To avoid runtime errors, delay introduced by delay line should be fixed with statically defined value (via template parameter). Moreover, static assert keyword should be used in order to detect errors during compilation (e.g. listing 12).

```cpp
template <size_t delay>
class delay_line_SSE
{
    delay_line_SSE ()
    {
        static assert (
            delay >= 4,
            "delay_line_SSE : delay parameter needs to be >=4."
        );
    }

    inline _m128 operator ()(_m128)
    {
        // delay line logic
    }
};
```

Listing 12. Using static asserts to detect errors during compilation
4 COMPLEX USE CASE: FEEDBACK DELAY NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION

Feedback Delay Network (FDN), being one of the most naturally sounding artificial reverberators [13, 24], became widely implemented in many sound processing software products. Although FDN is a very potent tool, achieving proper perceptual quality of acoustic simulation demands additional modifications to its structure. This applies to each of processing lines, as well as to the input/output filters. FDN needs to be fine-tuned to achieve proper acoustic properties, but having quite complex structure it demands proper level of implementation configurability. Implementation described in this section presents benefits of proposed technique, providing high level of code composability while retaining high efficiency via elimination of unnecessary polymorphic calls, heap memory allocations, SIMD vectorisation and other low level optimisations.

4.1 Brief Description FDN Reverberator Structure

The structure of FDN consists of N delay lines $DL_m = z^{-m}$, each resulting in a signal being delayed by $t_i = \frac{m}{f_s}$ seconds, where $f_s$ is the sampling frequency. Output of these lines acts as an input to the orthogonal diffusion matrix producing output signals as well as the feedback mixed into input signal.

In the FDN block diagram (pictured in Figure 5), we can see various blocks that shall be abstracted, namely blocks within processing lines and diffusion matrix.
More advanced implementations introduce elements such as IIR filters and tone correction filters in addition to delay lines.

FDN aims to approximate acoustical environments, which may be modelled as a complex audio system with thousands of poles and zeros. Real time simulation of such system would be unacceptable in terms of computational complexity. Even though FDN is less computationally expensive, higher order networks still consume considerable amount of CPU time [13].

4.2 Achieving Modularity of FDN Implementation via Metaprogramming and Policy-Based Design

Primary motivation to use policy-based design in FDN implementation was the need to efficiently experiment with different configurations of DSP blocks within each of the processing lines, while being still able to match, and therefore assess, performance of highly optimised system. Application of object oriented design would have severe runtime impact, mostly due to virtual method calls. All the primitives described in previous section allow us to encode DSP diagram in form of nested templates. Proposed implementation is described in code listing [13].

```cpp
template <size_t index>
class line_policy
{
public:
  typedef sequential<
    nth_prime<unsigned int /* start after */,
      index * 10 /* take each prime in strid of 10 */>::value,
    iir_filter<3 /*poles*/, 2 /*zeros*/),
    modulator<unsigned int>> type;
}

typedef parallel_sum<
  scale, // d scaling factor
  sequence<
    sum<
      parallel_vector<
        scale_vector, // b scaling factors
        recursive_vector<
          vector_of<
            line_policy, 4
          >, // forward
        sequence_vector<
          fwh<w4>, // diffusion matrix
          scale_vector, // g scaling factors
          > // backward
    >, // backward
  >, // forward
  >, // backward
```
I. Gawlik, S. Pałka, T. Pędzimąży, B. Ziółko

```
>, scale_vector, // c scaling factors
>, 4
>, iir_filter <3/∗poles*/,2/∗zeros*/>
>> fdn_rev;
```

Listing 13. Encoded FDN diagram, according to previously discussed techniques. Notice vector processing blocks, that allow for recursive mixing of signals by the diffusion matrix (here implemented in form of fast Walsh-Hadamard transform).

5 RELATED WORK AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Common DSP optimisations have been described by authors of widely used libraries. Frigo et al. [8] provided optimisation guidelines for FFT, also applicable to other divide and conquer derived methods. Authors focused on widely available CPU features, including OOO, super-scalar capabilities and SIMD instruction sets. SPIRAL software, described by Puschel et al. [22] addresses transforms code generation, including FFT, DWT and other.

Our approach, being more generic, is applicable to broader range of DSP algorithms. Although some authors consider the idea of DSP diagrams based automatic code generation [21, 34], we have not managed to find any recent publications that stay up to date with advancements in processor architectures.

Proposed technique efficiently solves the problem of providing fast, yet configurable DSP algorithm implementations. When used with simplified, easy to understand API, which hides the complexities of template metaprogramming, proposed techniques create a powerful framework for signal processing applications. Regardless of an exact use case, programmers can easily take an advantage of all the optimisations provided by current, highly advanced compilers.

The proposed solution may be applied in:

- Automatic translation of DSP diagrams into C++ code that is ready to compile.
- Functional paradigm domain specific languages, that are translated directly to C++.
- Visual tools, that allow for easy implementation and validation of DSP designs, allowing for measuring performance that is close to the upper limit available on the given hardware.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The solutions proposed in this paper, in spite of its unconventional characteristics, were proven to be practical in software that needs to deal with fine grained,
computationally intense problems. High performance, code readability and configurability were achieved with statically defined modular architecture. Disassembly of generated software confirms that usage of metaprogramming methods leads to highly optimised machine code, that indeed looks like it has been hand tweaked by experienced assembly programmer. Moreover, being able to easily switch between SIMD implementations makes it easy to test performance on different architectures, keeping code organised and readable.
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